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In the same design, it is also possible to integrate HDL generated from a C/C++ algorithm. Embedded system architects and developers should carefully consider the implications and select the ...
Embedded design with FPGAs: Implementation languages
As researchers learn more about the brain, it has become clear that responsive neurostimulation is becoming increasingly effective at probing neural circuit function and treating neuropsychiatric ...
New implantable system can manipulate brain signals and suppress pathological coupling
XCO Tech Inc. and Atlazo, Inc. have announced the formation of Recon Health Inc., a joint venture to commercialize a portfolio of ...
XCO and Atlazo Announce Joint Venture to Commercialize Virtual Healthcare Products Leveraging Edge AI System-on-Chip Technology
Embedded systems can have advantages over general purpose computers in that: Their limited number of functions means they are cheaper to design and build. They tend to require less power.
Embedded systems
Which embedded system software codec or hardware solution is best for your application? The capability of an embedded system to play audio is becoming a fairly common feature in today’s devices. Audio ...
5 Tips for Adding an Audio Codec to an Embedded System
Columbia team designs high-performance, implantable system that can manipulate brain signals and suppress pathological coupling; successfully tested in epileptic animal models, the new design could ...
New Neuroelectronic System Can Read and Manipulate Brain Signals
First, and perhaps the easiest way to simulate code is developing and testing it on a PC. Developers can use GCC or G++ to run their code on a computer and then generate and verify the output. It's ...
Simulation is Your Way to Embedded Software Success
As researchers learn more about the brain, it has become clear that responsive neurostimulation is becoming increasingly effective at probing neural circuit function and treating neuropsychiatric ...
New neuroelectronic system can read and modify brain circuits
Xilinx has taken a big step towards enabling wider market adoption of edge artificial intelligence (AI) and particularly embedded vision by entering the ...
Xilinx SOM targets broader adoption of edge AI and embedded vision
It’s time to get more serious about the lack of security in embedded products. With recently developed standards, it’s implementation just got easier. %{[ data-embed-type="image" data-embed-id ...
Latest from Embedded Revolution
In the interest of productivity, software-design tools should provide an environment intuitive enough for use by nearly all engineers and scientists, not just those trained in embedded-system design.
A software-defined future for embedded controls
Designed by industry, the Embedded Electronic Systems Design and Development Engineer apprenticeship puts the successful apprentice at the forefront of advanced embedded systems that contribute to ...
Embedded Electronic Systems Design and Development Engineer Degree Apprenticeship
bare metal processor vs embedded OS, ard core and soft core IP's, interconnects between processor and FPGA, buses and interfaces, and external devices such as sensors and cameras. Labs are included ...
EECE.6510 Advanced Embedded System Design with FPGA
What: Implementing a Low Power, FPGA-based Embedded System with the Lattice Propel Design Environment and RISC-V When: Monday, March 29, 2021 at 9:00 am PDT /12:00 pm EDT / 18:00 CET Where ...
Lattice Announces Training Webinar Focused on Low Power, FPGA-based RISC-V Embedded System Design Using Lattice Propel Design Environment
Embedded systems have migrated from special-purpose hardware to commodity hardware. These systems have also tended to Mixed-Criticality (MC) implementations, executing applications of different ...
PVMC: Task Mapping and Scheduling under Process Variation Heterogeneity in Mixed-Criticality Systems
yet cost-effective Computing and Embedded Systems on a full turn-key basis. This is supported by our strong in-house HW & SW design and integration capabilities. Our Computing & Embedded Systems ...
Nolam Embedded Systems IP Catalog
Audinate and Analog Devices, Inc. (ADI) have collaborated to introduce the availability of Dante Embedded Platform (DEP) for ADI’s SHARC audio digital signal processors. The collaboration is made ...
Audinate Announces Dante Embedded Platform for Analog Devices’ SHARC DSPs
LEC2 provides Lattice’s customers and partners with the hands-on product training and application design expertise needed to get Lattice-based solutions to market quickly and easily. Focused ...
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